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CITY OF MANHATTAN BEACH 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

 

 

TO:  Planning Commission 

   

FROM: Richard Thompson, Director of Community Development 

 

BY:  Angelica Ochoa, Assistant Planner 

 

DATE: January 8, 2014 

 

SUBJECT: Planning Commission Recommendations to the City Council on Code 

Amendments to Title 10 Planning and Zoning of the Manhattan Beach Municipal 

Code (MBMC) and the City’s Local Coastal Program to Regulate Offices, Banks 

and Other Similar Uses in the Downtown and North End Commercial Districts 

 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

Discuss and provide direction. The Planning Commission recommendation and public comments 

will be forwarded to the City Council for further action.   

 

BACKGROUND 

The City Council directed staff to review the current commercial regulations on offices, banks 

and other uses in the Downtown area and to explore options to encourage a vibrant and 

sustainable Downtown environment that increases retail business and sales tax revenue.  

Recently, there has been an increase in office uses and the replacement of retail uses, specifically 

with real estate and banks, within the Downtown area resulting in a loss of sales tax revenue.  

The Chamber of Commerce and the Downtown Business Professional Association (DBPA) 

expressed concerns and supported new regulations for offices and banks to create a more vibrant 

mix of uses and a pedestrian-oriented environment in the Downtown and North End areas.   

 

Staff presented the following recommendations to the Planning Commission at its regular 

meeting of November 13, 2013 that would apply to the Downtown Commercial (CD) and North 

End Commercial (CNE) zones:  

 Office and bank uses not permitted on Manhattan Beach Boulevard, Highland 

Avenue, and Manhattan Avenue in Downtown Commercial (CD) and Highland 

Avenue and Rosecrans Avenue in North End Commercial (CNE) on the street 

front/sidewalk level. 

 

 Office and bank uses permitted throughout the Downtown Commercial (CD) 

and in the North End Commercial (CNE) above or below the street front/sidewalk 

level. 

 

 Other uses not permitted would include Animal Boarding, Animal Hospitals, 

Vehicle Service Stations and Equipment Repair.   
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DISCUSSION 

The Planning Commission conducted a public hearing at its regular meeting of November 13, 

2013, discussed the proposed recommendations and heard public testimony.  Overall, the 

Planning Commission did not support staff’s recommendations and stated that more information 

and research should be conducted to come up with a plan that would address everyone’s 

concerns.  The discussion below summarizes the Planning Commission’s and public comments: 

 

Regulation of Offices and Banks  
The Planning Commission agreed that there has been a shift over the past several years which 

has created an imbalance of uses in some areas of the Downtown.  The Commission discussed 

regulating uses based on percentage of use, limiting the restriction to a smaller geographic area 

since the majority of real estate offices are on Highland Avenue between 15
th

 Street and 

Manhattan Beach Boulevard, looking at regulations of additional cities, having a balance 

between public needs and private property interests, and form-based zoning.  They stated that a 

total exclusion of banks and offices on the street-front ground floor would not necessarily bring 

more retail or service uses but some restriction is needed to maintain and create a viable 

Downtown and North End.  They agreed that banks and real estate offices can afford the rents 

that smaller retail merchants cannot which may have created an imbalance of uses.  Another 

option discussed was to limit uses based on open market competition; however it was felt that 

this may not support a broad mix of uses.  They feel that the General Plan should be used as a 

policy guide.  Overall the Planning Commission agreed that having offices mixed with retail is a 

good balance in that employees support surrounding uses such as retail, restaurants and services 

in the Downtown and North End.   

 

The Planning Commission agreed that there should be a change and that the future discussion 

should focus on the goal of an active vibrant pedestrian-oriented street environment, a strong 

economic base and a balance of uses considering private and property interests.  For these 

reasons, they did not support the Code Amendment at this time and requested more information 

and community involvement through meetings and committees. 

 

Staff stated that the Planning Commission’s recommendations were far beyond the scope of 

work that the City Council requested and the future study of this issue should come from their 

direction. 

 

Nonconforming Uses 

Since the proposed recommendations would restrict offices and banks on certain streets and on 

ground floors, the existing offices and banks would remain as non-conforming uses.  Staff 

clarified that the existing offices and banks could remain as long as no vacancy occurs for more 

than 6 months and that the restriction would apply to all professional offices not just real estate 

offices.  The Planning Commission felt that more information and community input was needed 

to determine whether banks should be restricted to second floor only and not allowed on the 

ground floors of Manhattan Avenue, Highland Avenue and Manhattan Beach Boulevard. 

 

Staff stated that the proposed regulation is not a ban as indicated by some speakers at the 

meeting, but would regulate where banks and offices can be located, on the upper floors for the 

main streets, on the ground floors for the side streets or remain on the existing ground floor main 
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streets as non-conforming uses.   

 

Public Comments 

The following summarizes the comments during the public testimony: 

 

 Realtors based in Downtown stated that they are pedestrian friendly service based 

businesses and they contribute to the community just as retail based businesses also 

contribute.  They feel that they maintain their buildings and contribute to the visual 

pedestrian-oriented character of the street and surrounding area. 

 

 The Chamber of Commerce clarified their position was not to propose a ban on banks and 

offices but to promote and maintain retail uses on ground floors on the main streets such as 

Manhattan Avenue, Manhattan Beach Boulevard and Highland Avenue.  They stated that 

they would like to see a balance that is fair for everyone and that a strategic plan be 

developed for the commercial areas. 

 

 Realtors stated that they felt that the proposal was a ban, since they would not be allowed 

on the ground floors on the above mentioned streets. 

 

 Further study should be done to decide what the vision and future plan is for the Downtown 

and North End. 

 

 Several retail tenants such as a gift shop, beauty salon, furniture shop, and art gallery have 

been replaced with real estate offices and lead to limited options for pedestrians.   

 

Staff received one public comment, after the notice for the January 8, 2014 meeting was mailed 

regarding the restriction on banks in the North End.  The comment from a business owner did not 

support the current proposal, and stated that they felt that the City should allow the economy and 

market to regulate the different uses.   

 

CONCLUSION 

Overall, the Planning Commission felt that this issue needs more research and recommended that 

the City Council direct staff to further study the above mentioned issues by forming a sub-

committee to gather input, information and statistics from the business owners, community, 

residents and City representatives on the future of Downtown and the North End.  Another 

suggestion was to form a working group or focus group to conduct a survey, more outreach and 

community involvement to understand the residents’ needs and communities’ vision through a 

Strategic Plan process.  They wanted more information on historic revenue data, other cities 

regulations that use form-based codes, use percentage limits and other Downtown policies.   

 

In 1996, the City Council approved the Downtown Strategic Action Plan project to provide a 

framework for guiding future Downtown decisions and create a shared vision that all can benefit 

from.  The Strategic Plan was created with the input of residents, property owners, community 

leaders, City staff and elected officials through a series of informal community meetings.  It 

identified and prioritized issues and concerns that helped shape the Downtown through 

community participation and input.  The City Council may wish to direct staff to update the 
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Downtown Strategic Plan based on the recommendation from the Planning Commission to 

further study the Downtown and North End Code Amendments.  

 

 

Attachments: 

      A.  PC Minutes, staff report and attachments from Planning Commission  

            meeting of 11/13/2013. 

      B.  Public Comment email dated December 16, 2013 

      C.  Downtown Strategic Action Plan – 1996- Executive Summary 
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CITY OF MANHATTAN BEACH 

PLANNING COMMISION 

MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING  

NOVEMBER 13, 2013 
 

A Regular Meeting of the Planning Commission of the City of Manhattan Beach, California, 

was held on the 13
th

 day of November, 2013, at the hour of 6:30 p.m., in the City Council 

Chambers of City Hall, at 1400 Highland Avenue, in said City.   

 

1.  ROLL CALL  

 

Present:  Andreani, Gross, Ortmann, Paralusz, Chairperson Conaway 

Absent:  None 

Staff Present:  Laurie Jester, Planning Manager 

   Angelica Ochoa, Assistant Planner 

Rosemary Lackow, Recording Secretary,  

 

2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES – October 9, 2013 

 

Commissioner Gross requested on page 4, last line of paragraph 1 that “demotion” be struck 

and replaced with “demolition”.    

 

A motion was MADE and SECONDED (Andreani/Paraluscz) to APPROVE the minutes of 

October 9, 2013, as amended.   

 

AYES:  Andreani, Gross, Ortmann, Paralusz, Chairperson Conaway 

NOES:  None 

ABSENT: None 

ABSTAIN: None 

 

3.  AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION - None  

 

4. PUBLIC HEARING 

 

11/13/13-2. Amendments to Title 10 Planning and Zoning of the Manhattan Beach 

Municipal Code (MBMC) and the City’s Local Coastal Program to 

Regulate Offices, Banks and Other Similar Uses in the Downtown and 

North End Commercial Districts. 

 

Planning Manager Jester made introductory remarks, noting at its October 8
th

 meeting the City 

Council directed staff to review the current commercial regulations applicable to offices, banks 

and other uses in the Downtown and North End commercial districts and that the recommendation 

to encourage a vibrant and sustainable Downtown that increases retail and sales tax revenue is 

also an objective in the City Council’s Strategic Plan.    

 

Assistant Planner Angelica Ochoa gave a detailed report with a slide presentation, noting this 

matter arose from City Council concerns that there has been a marked increase in office uses, 

specifically for real estate and banks in Downtown, while retail uses have decreased and that this 

has impacted these areas.  In addition concerns have been expressed by the Chamber of 

Commerce and Downtown Business Professional Association (DBPA).  The Chamber has 

suggested that ground floors be preserved for sales tax generating businesses on Highland Avenue 

in the North End, and in Downtown, on Manhattan Beach Boulevard and Manhattan Avenue.  

ATTACHMENT A
PC MTG 1-8-14
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The DBPA expressed concerns that ground floor retail is being replaced by non-sales tax 

generating uses, such as offices.  Both organizations expressed concern that large chain banks and 

real estate offices are edging out smaller retail businesses that cannot compete with the high rents 

and believe that this results in a loss of sales tax revenue and a decrease in the diversity of 

commercial uses.  Assistant Planner Ochoa showed slides and highlighted public comments 

received (noting that hearing notices were sent to all property owners in both commercial 

districts), General Plan goals and policies, Downtown Design Guidelines and nonconforming 

regulations.  She showed maps of specific parcel locations of first-story streetfront offices and 

banks in the Downtown and North End commercial districts that would become nonconforming 

uses if the proposal were approved.     

 

Assistant Planner Ochoa emphasized that the proposal applies to all types of offices, and would 

restrict, as opposed to an outright ban, their locations by allowing these uses at the upper levels 

throughout the Downtown and North End, but prohibiting them on the ground floor streetfront on 

Highland Avenue, Manhattan Avenue, and Manhattan Beach Boulevard.  Some other uses 

including animal boarding and animal hospitals and vehicle equipment repair and service stations, 

that used to be in the Downtown but are no longer there, would be prohibited.  Assistant Planner 

Ochoa also explained the nonconforming use regulations, that any offices or banks if rendered a 

nonconforming uses, could continue provided the site is not vacant for more than a continuous six 

month period.   

 

Staff responded to questions from Commissioner Paralusz as follows: 

1) Regarding the legality of the proposal, Planning Manager Jester stated staff has conferred 

with the City Attorney who advises that the proposal is within the City’s “police authority” 

to regulate land use, and the City, as well as all Cities in California, have historically 

prohibited some uses in certain locations. She is not aware of any prior similar zoning 

actions by the City that have been legally challenged. Regarding the proposed prohibition 

for animal hospitals, Assistant Planner Ochoa explained that currently there are no such 

uses in Downtown or the North End, and Planning Manager Jester elaborated that animal 

hospitals which typically have on premise boarding often have nuisance issues such as 

noise and odors, therefore it was thought that such would be inappropriate uses in such 

dense areas with nearby residences. 

2) Regarding banks being confined to second stories and possibly encountering new 

requirements for disabled access (such as elevators) Planning Manager Jester responded 

that the issue of disabled access would equally apply to all types of businesses, and there is 

some flexibility when there are changes to existing buildings. In response to 

Commissioner Paralusz’s inquiry regarding locations of existing second floor banks, 

Commissioner Gross cited Union Bank in the Downtown.   

 

Staff responded to questions from Commissioner Andreani as follows:   

1) Regarding Highland Avenue being omitted in a presentation slide as a street proposed for 

use limitations, Assistant Planner Ochoa explained the subject slide was stating the 

Chamber of Commerce’s input which did not name Highland in the Downtown as a street 

to be affected, however staff included Highland Avenue Downtown for ground floor use 

restrictions in the draft Resolution to be consistent with the other major streets; 

Manhattan Avenue and Manhattan Beach Boulevard. 

2) Regarding the use classification of “communication facilities” Ms. Ochoa gave examples, 

including broadcasting and recording studios and noted that the business “Dealer.com” is 

a general office use.  Planning Manager Jester elaborated that the subject proposal applies 

to all types of professional offices not just real estate. 

3) Ms. Ochoa cited the “Skechers building” on Manhattan Beach Boulevard as an example of 

a building that has offices below street grade.  Chairperson Conaway indicated that in the 
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Commercial North End there is a below street grade office suite at the northwest corner of 

Rosecrans and Highland Avenue.    

4) Regarding the reasoning for restricting bank locations, which Commissioner Andreani 

stated typically provide on-site parking for customers and in her opinion are pedestrian 

friendly in the Downtown setting, Planning Manager Jester explained that in Downtown 

there is a rhythm created by 30 foot wide lots and storefronts, which creates an ambience 

that is interesting and attractive to pedestrians, and this environment can be interrupted by 

banks, which often have a longer length of wall that can be blank with no windows or 

interest for pedestrians along the street.  

 

Commissioner  Ortmann indicated that he generally agrees with the staff commentary in terms of 

purpose and the impact to the urban fabric, however he has concerns with the proposal.    

 

Chair Conaway reminded that at this point staff is fielding questions from the Commissioners to 

clarify and further inform them regarding the proposal and opinions should be held until after the 

public hearing.   

 

In response to an inquiry from Commissioner Ortmann regarding the proposal creating 

nonconforming uses from existing buildings that were built to be offices on the ground floor, 

Planning Manager Jester indicated that there have been several examples where buildings 

originally intended for office space have been adapted to retail and, in one case, a restaurant.  

 

Staff responded to questions from Commissioner Gross as follows:   

1) Regarding regulating offices and banks by a percentage of use, Planning Manager Jester 

stated that such a solution is possible, and is at the discretion of the Planning Commission 

however regulating uses by percentages has inherent challenges such as determining 

where to “draw the line”, and tracking square footage uses which fluctuate over time as 

building modifications are made. 

2) Regarding limiting the proposal to a much smaller geographic area (smaller than a 

complete district), Planning Manager Jester stated such would be more typically 

accomplished with another method, such as a zoning overlay. 

3) Planning Manager Jester stated that the staff report mentions rental rates only as a means 

to pass along an opinion in the community and is not intended to reflect a staff opinion.  

4) Regarding interpreting General Plan Policy LU 6.2, which is to “Encourage a diverse mix 

of businesses that support the local tax base….” and whether offices and banks meet that 

criteria, Planning Manager Jester recited the policy and commented that there are concerns 

that offices and banks do not meet that criteria, but concluded that this would be a very 

good discussion to have and have community input.    

 

Planning Manager Jester responded to the following inquiries from Chairperson Conaway:  

1) The current code’s classification for veterinary offices (animal hospitals), by definition 

allows such offices to have up to 30 day boarding, but this definition could be amended and  

length of permitted stay decreased. 

2) In investigating this matter, staff looked at a number of cities’ commercial land use 

regulations, but at the Planning Commission’s direction, staff can look at additional cities 

for more information.    

 

In response to an inquiry from Commissioner Gross, Planning Manager Jester indicated that the 

cities already contacted were chosen not because they had a ban on certain commercial uses, but 

because they were mentioned in discussions with the Chamber of Commerce and DBPA.  Ms. 

Jester reiterated that the proposal is not a ban but regulates where new banks and offices can be 

located: on upper floors for the main specific streets, on the ground floor for side streets, or on the 
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ground floor of main streets if a continued nonconforming use.         

 

Planning Manager Jester responded to Commissioner Andreani that staff can look into regulations 

of additional cities including Laguna Beach, as directed by the Planning Commission. 

 

In response to a question from Commissioner Paralusz regarding General Plan policies LU-7.4 

and LU-9.2, Assistant Planner Ochoa clarified “service use” includes businesses such as shoe 

repair, dry cleaning, and hair/nail salons.  

 

Planning Manager Jester responded to Commissioner Gross that, in Policy LU-7.4 

“service/commercial” is intended to mean a service type of commercial businesses, not offices 

and there are other places in the General Plan that address professional offices.   

 

 

PUBLIC HEARING 

 

Chairperson Conaway OPENED the public hearing, and invited the public to address the 

Commission.   

 

Planning Commissioner Gross disclosed that he walked throughout the two commercial zones and 

listened to input from various persons.  

 

After taking a hand count of those wishing to speak, Chairperson Conaway requested that input be 

limited to five minutes.   

 

Steve Murillo, Downtown real estate business owner for 20 years at the corner of 12
th

 and 

Highland is strongly opposed to the proposed code amendment, as he believes that it is 

discriminatory and believes his business provides a valuable service, enhances the Downtown 

vitality and pedestrian character because he has a lot of walk-ins during the day.  He read a portion 

of a letter from his partner “Uni”, supporting his position and concluded by stating that he pays 

business license taxes based on commissions and asking that the City not limit free commerce.    

 

Kelly Stroman, DBPA Executive Director, addressed the following: 1) the DBPA’s goal is not to 

ban or discriminate but to encourage a healthy balance of uses that promotes the vitality of the 

Downtown; 2) she has talked to a lot of cities including Laguna Beach and Corona del Mar and 

there are a lot of ways cities have regulated this and some city actions have been legally 

challenged and upheld and some cities are in the process of proposing similar ordinances 

(Malibu); 3) their focus in on certain major streets, where it is believed that retail should be 

maintained on the ground floor.  The concern is that more retail may be converted to offices, 

swinging the balance too far away from a retail environment.    

 

Lynne White, Chair of the Board of Directors, Manhattan Beach Chamber of Commerce, read a 

letter from Jim O’Callaghan representing the Chamber, strongly encouraging a review of 

Downtown uses and stating the concern that rising rents discourage regular retail uses by reducing 

profit margin, and encouraging changes in zoning to encourage sales tax revenue for the City.   

 

David Kissinger, South Bay Association of Realtors, believes that this proposal is in effect a ban.  

He believes real estate offices should be seen as a legitimate foot-traffic generating store front 

business and to banish them to the second floor is unreasonable. By eliminating such legitimate 

uses on ground floors will upset, rather than create balance and he urged that this proposal not 

continue beyond tonight.  Instead, he recommends that the City take a step back, and work with 

the community for a long-term strategy that involves the real estate community.         
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Chandra Shaw, DBPA President and Downtown business owner, believes that this is sounding 

like it is about Downtown vs. banks and real estate businesses which is far from the goal.  The 

DPBA, which includes all of the Downtown real estate businesses wants to encourage a balance 

of uses, encourages activities to have a vibrant Downtown.  The DPBA does not want to create a 

monopoly of certain existing uses by restricting them - the context of this issue is to strategically 

plan for the commercial areas and make the regulations fair for everyone.           

 

Kris D’Errico, DBPA Boardmember, and long-time Downtown resident and business owner, 

understands the local Downtown environment, believes the issue is: What do we want our 

Downtown to look like? If not proactive it may not look in the future like what we want.  She 

believes that office spaces often create “dead zones”, isolating and impacting retail space.   She 

cited several shops: gift shop, furniture shop, beauty salon, cupcake shop, cafe, and art gallery that 

have been replaced by real estate offices and exhorted the community to get together and decide 

what they truly want.                                                                                                                            

 

Sheri Fejeran, President of the South Bay Association of Realtors, has a real estate office in 

Downtown noted that her office is very involved in the community and suggested that the City 

have a focus group or form a committee, including representatives from the City Council, 

Planning Commission and community, including real estate professionals, to discuss what is 

needed.   

 

Tony Choueke, property owner wants the City to be as attractive as possible and he suggested 

that the City allow offices to change to retail without providing more parking, and Planning 

Manager Jester corrected that in the Downtown area, this type of conversion already can occur 

without adding parking.  

 

Mr. (name unknown), member of the South Bay Association of Realtors, stated that there are 

trends in real estate that are cyclical and cautioned that the City make a new strict rule that 

would be hard to undo.     

 

Robert Schumann, long time Manhattan Beach realtor, questioned whether, if not including 

banks, the amount of offices Downtown is significant but it seems there is a strong majority of 

retail uses perhaps 75% or more.  He is deeply concerned as a property rights advocate that a 

zoning change may, in effect, result in an inverse condemnation to commercial owners and that 

many issues being discussed are really subjective in nature.  

 

Petros Benekos, owner of the Downtown restaurant Petros, suggested that decision makers 

visit the restaurants and shops to interact and talk to the business owners and hear what works 

and what doesn’t work Downtown so it can be figured out what needs to be fixed. He feels 

there are many issues such as parking meter regulations with too short of a time frame, that 

greatly affect the businesses.    

 

Larry Wolfe, co-owner of Shorewood Realtors, has a Downtown real estate office and is 

concerned that this proposal would be selective zoning.  He supports the arguments against the 

proposal, and appreciates the Planning Commission’s consideration.  

 

Dr. Lester Silverman, Downtown optometrist, wants to see a balance and a vision for 

Downtown; he recognizes that quaint commercial places often have regulations, and everyone 

needs to work together instead of in an adversarial way.   
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Jon Tolkin, developer of Metlox site, and a number of Downtown commercial developments 

in California, stated that it is important to maintain a balance Downtown, as stated in the 

General Plan, the ground floor should be retail but there could be real estate offices. Uses 

should also provide for both day and night time activities, with a lively and attractive 

environment.  He believes that forming a group can be helpful to look into some management 

solutions can be done and parking options should be addressed too.   

 

Jon Tolkin, added that not all locations in a commercial district can support ground floor retail 

such as on the edge of the district abutting residential.   

 

Chairperson Conaway asked that staff address speaker Schumann’s questions regarding the 

number of office uses in the Downtown and the North End. Assistant Planner Ochoa stated that 

in Downtown, there are a total of 131 businesses of which 45 are offices, and of these 16 front 

on the 3 main streets (Highland, Manhattan Avenue, Manhattan Beach Boulevard) and of these 

45, 2 are on side streets and 27 are located on the second floor.  In the North End, there are a 

total of 85 businesses of which 19 are offices, and 7 of the 19 front on Highland Avenue and 

Rosecrans Avenue, 1 is on a side street and 11 are located on the second floor.  Planning 

Manager Jester summarized that under the proposal, of 131 businesses in Downtown, 16 are 

affected and in the North End, 7 would be affected out of a total 85 businesses and these would 

become nonconforming.  

 

In response to a question from Commissioner Gross regarding whether realtors are members of 

the Chamber of Commerce and DBPA, speaker Lynne White indicated that there are several 

realtors that are members of the Manhattan Beach Chamber of Commerce and speaker Dr. 

Silverman indicated that all businesses in Downtown by being in the BID, are automatically 

members of the DBPA.   

 

Chairperson Conaway closed the Public hearing. 

 

COMMISSION DISCUSSION 

 

Commissioner Paralusz thanked everyone who has participated, and staff.  The main issue 

brought forth is: what do we want these two business districts to look like? As a Planning 

Commissioner her responsibility is to implement the General Plan, and balance the public need 

and interest with private property interests. She does not support the current proposal and absolute 

approach whereby the first floor would be reserved for retail and service uses while excluding 

other uses.  On the other hand, she does not agree with an approach of free rein for property 

owners and does not want to see the market create an office park Downtown.  Perhaps after 

getting more information from other communities and after having a focus group, a more fair 

compromise may be to explore regulating uses on a percentage basis and leaving the ground floor 

uses open to market competition. Commissioner Paralusz further noted that, by her rough 

calculations, currently about 25% of the 85 North End businesses are offices and about 28% of 

Downtown businesses/addresses are offices.  She is unsure of what percentage is appropriate, but 

for example, 50% would certainly be too high, and at some point dead zones of isolated retail 

could be created.      

 

Commissioner Ortmann noted that he came into the hearing feeling more supportive of the 

proposal, but now he personally feels a need to reframe the conversation and perhaps the issue for 

him is more about urban form than function. He is wondering if staff has thought about some sort 

of a form-based zoning process, although he recognizes such would be a lot more effort for staff.  

He thinks it would be a good thing for people to get together and discuss this openly and a process 

can be developed that is inclusive, and he likes the idea of communicating with the existing 
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business owners and he likes the attitudes of the speakers tonight.  

 

Commissioner Gross stated that he has walked all of the streets in both of the commercial areas 

being discussed and noticed there is one relatively small geographic area in Downtown, Highland 

Avenue from Manhattan Beach Boulevard to 15
th

 Street, which has become out of balance, with 

little retail, that may have been the impetus for this issue coming forward, but otherwise he thinks 

the rest of Downtown seems to be in balance.   The North End, he noticed has little retail and 

speculates that this area is still transitioning from “El Porto” to Manhattan Beach.  He doesn’t 

readily see a solution for the noted section of Highland Downtown, but he, like Commissioner 

Paralusz has difficulty with the proposed code amendment.  He proposes that the City Council 

establish one or two committees to study both commercial areas to include perhaps two 

representatives from the City Council and two from the Planning Commission as well as 

representatives from both business areas, and perhaps the subject should include other related 

topics as suggested tonight.   

 

Commissioner Paralusz stated her opinion that the Downtown situation on Highland described as 

being out of balance, should be viewed as an example of what they are trying to avoid in other 

parts of Downtown, and agreed that a Committee would be a good idea but believes, although it is 

up to the Council, that having two committees would be too unwieldy.  

 

Commissioner Andreani thanked all hearing participants and thinks a good community dialogue 

has started tonight.  She came to the meeting tonight believing that there is a proliferation of real 

estate offices that detracts from the vibrancy of the area and tax revenues.  She does not believe 

that a ban on real estate offices and banks is being proposed, but also feels more statistics and 

information are needed before taking a strong step with zoning as proposed.  How bad is the 

problem? She would like to know, for example, how many tax dollars are being generated today 

compared to what they were in the past, recognizing that retail has been added at Metlox and at 

the corner of 13
th

 and Highland, but has decreased elsewhere in Downtown.  She knows the 

Planning Commission cannot assign property rights and realizes that they need to seek a balance 

using the General Plan as a guide. While she does not think the General Plan needs amendment, 

going forward, however, a clear goal is needed and cautions against getting bogged down in too 

much analysis.  In terms of the need to sustain vitality Downtown she was most impressed with 

comments from speaker Kris D’Errico and believes the issue of vibrancy is an important 

discussion as well as parking which might include looking into whether the relaxation of parking 

standards has kept visitors away from Downtown.  She believes that this should be looked at 

perhaps in a focus group, and then this issue could come back to the Planning Commission which 

can then prepare a more agreeable plan for City Council consideration.   

 

Commissioner Ortmann stated a follow-up concern about banks that, unlike real estate offices 

which he now believes contribute to a desirable diversity of uses, such uses, because they require 

significant parking, present a more suburban type of form and detract from the Downtown 

ambiance.  

 

Commissioner Gross stated follow-up comments regarding banks that, on one hand they can be 

convenient and walkable, on the other hand, believes it’s the big banks, because they have 

financial resources that affect rents. He believes there is no easy answer and favors a committee, 

rather than a focus group to deal with this because of complicated issues and he recognizes such 

will not be a fast process. 

 

Commissioner Paralusz stated regarding the banks, her opinion is that if there were to be a stricter 

ban or zoning action, the City should look at these large chain bank uses which have a large 

amount of capital and could proliferate Downtown. She doesn’t think the Commission should go 
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through the draft Resolution at this point.      

 

Chairperson Conway stated that the discussion has been very interesting and thanked all 

participants including his fellow Commissioners for their perspectives and vision, and many very 

good points were made and often pointed to bigger issues.  He counted at least 7 of 14 speakers 

talked about a need or desire to have a Strategic Plan and this could be part of the 

recommendation, that we look at this more broadly.  He understands that retail is a very 

competitive environment and thinks the suggestion to survey the various business owners was 

good.  He took a count and was surprised to find that there is a relatively small amount of offices 

currently occupying ground floor storefronts (9% to 11% between Downtown and The North End) 

that would be affected by the proposed code.  If more research is to be done, he would be 

interested in knowing how Manhattan Beach rates as a “bedroom community” or how many 

residents work outside of town. He observed that if you have offices mixed with retail it’s good 

because the employees shop near their work. He is interested in finding a way to create 

community that supports a range of activities: to work, live, and play (retail), and it appears to him 

that to support this, more offices may be needed.  Regarding banks and real estate offices, he 

doesn’t believe these uses exclude being pedestrian friendly.  In conclusion, he is not in support of 

the proposal as currently drafted, but supports this being looked at by a bigger committee to which 

Commissioner Paralusz concurred.     

 

Chairperson Conaway asked staff as to if any further information was needed and there was a 

brief discussion by the Commission as to moving forward.  Commissioner Andreani asked if it 

would be appropriate for the Planning Commission to make specific suggestions to the City 

Council such as a focus group, or survey.  Commissioner Gross commented that he felt that the 

input from the business community was to have a personal dialogue with decision makers.  

Chairperson Conaway suggested that the way to move forward would be at the City Council’s 

discretion but generally summarized the Planning Commission’s recommendations:  to gather 

more information and have additional outreach including possibly forming a working group.     

 

Planning Manager Jester stated that she heard great discussion regarding the General Plan, and the 

desire to maintain an appropriate balance of uses in Downtown and the Commercial North End 

areas.  The suggestions such as forming a broadly scoped Committee or proceeding with a 

Strategic Plan or some form of visioning process are far beyond the scope of the current staff 

direction from the City Council, and we do not have financial or staff resources. Planning 

Manager Jester advised that she would discuss options for proceeding with the Community 

Development Director and City Manager.  At some future time staff would bring the project back 

to the Planning Commission with additional information, and if the hearing is reopened, the 

public would be re-notified.   

 

6. DIRECTOR’S ITEMS   

 

No items to report.  

 

 

7. PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS 

 

Commissioner Paralusz noted that the annual Downtown Pier Lighting and Holiday Open 

House will be held November 20
th

 from 6:30 pm to 9:30 pm.   

 

Commissioner Paralusz asked about the status of the Manhattan Village hearing. Planning 

Manager Jester reported that at the November 12
th

 meeting, the City Council closed the public 

hearing and continued its consideration to a special meeting, dedicated to the Mall project, on 
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January 14, 2014.  The Council did not direct staff to send the project back to the Planning 

Commission.  Ms. Jester noted that even though the hearing is closed, the public can still 

submit input on the project to the City Council.  

 

Commissioner Andreani also encouraged the public to attend the pier lighting and Downtown 

open house and noted that the “Mansionization” code amendments are scheduled for action by 

the City Council next Tuesday (November 19) and these address changes to minor exceptions, 

open space, setbacks, maximum lot size and alley access.  Planning Manager Jester explained 

that under direction from Council, staff met with architects and developers for additional input 

on open space and incorporated that input into the proposed Ordinance.  

 

Commissioner Ortmann asked whether the Commission will be meeting on November 27 and 

Planning Manager stated that most likely the meeting will be cancelled.  

 

8.  TENTATIVE AGENDA - November 27, 2013 

  

No tentative agenda.     

 

9.  ADJOURNMENT  

 

The meeting was adjourned at 9:00 pm. to Wednesday, November 27, 2013, in the City Council 

Chambers, City Hall, 1400 Highland Avenue   

        

       ROSEMARY LACKOW   

       Recording Secretary 

ATTEST: 

       

     

RICHARD THOMPSON 

Community Development Director     
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CITY OF MANHATTAN BEACH 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

 
 
TO:  Planning Commission 
   
FROM: Richard Thompson, Director of Community Development 
 
BY:  Angelica Ochoa, Assistant Planner 
 
DATE: November 13, 2013 
 
SUBJECT: Amendments to Title 10 Planning and Zoning of the Manhattan Beach Municipal 

Code (MBMC) and the City’s Local Coastal Program to Regulate Offices, Banks 
and Other Similar Uses in the Downtown and North End Commercial Districts 

 
RECOMMENDATION 
Conduct the public hearing, and consider the proposed Resolution recommending approval to the 
City Council. 
 
BACKGROUND 
At its regular meeting of October 8, 2013, the City Council directed staff to review the current 
commercial regulations on office, banks and other uses in the Downtown area.  The 
recommendation to encourage a vibrant and sustainable downtown environment that increases 
retail business and sales tax revenue is also one of the objectives included in the six month (July 
2013 through July 2014) City Council Strategic Plan.   
 
There has been an increase in office uses, specifically real estate and banks, that have moved into 
the Downtown area and a decrease in retail uses.  Additionally, the Chamber of Commerce and 
the Downtown Business Professional Association (DBPA) has concerns that due to the high 
rents in the Downtown and North End areas largely driven by businesses such as large chain 
banks and real estate offices, small retail businesses cannot compete and generate enough 
revenue to afford the increase in rents.  This change has resulted in a loss of sales tax revenue 
and in the loss of the mix of different uses in the Downtown and North End Commercial areas.   
 
For these reasons, and in order to promote a pedestrian oriented environment, staff has proposed 
the following changes to the Commercial regulations of the Zoning Code and Local Coastal 
Program in the Downtown Commercial (CD) and North End Commercial (CNE):  

• Office and bank uses not permitted on Manhattan Beach Boulevard, Highland 
Avenue, and Manhattan Avenue in Downtown Commercial (CD) and Highland 
Avenue and Rosecrans Avenue in North End Commercial (CNE) on the street 
front/sidewalk level. 
 

• Office and bank uses permitted throughout the Downtown Commercial (CD) 
and in the North End Commercial (CNE) above or below the street front/sidewalk 
level. 
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• Other uses not permitted, including Animal Boarding, Animal Hospitals, 

Vehicle Service Stations and Equipment Repair.   
 
DISCUSSION 
The influx of uses such as real estate offices and banks has been on the rise in the Downtown and 
North End of the City.  More specifically, the replacement and loss of retail space for office uses 
impacts the City’s tax base and changes the overall character of these areas.  Prior to 1991(pre-
Zorp), any office use required a Use Permit in the Downtown Commercial (CD) and North End 
Commercial (CNE) areas.  In 1993, the regulation changed to require a Use Permit for office 
uses only over 2,500 square feet per Section 10.16.020 of the Municipal Code Commercial 
Chapter under Additional Regulations applicable to CD and CNE.   
 
Other Cities (Exhibit F) 
Staff researched how other cities regulate uses such as offices and banks.  For the City of El 
Segundo (Downtown Specific Plan), retail and neighborhood uses are encouraged and permitted 
on the ground floor with a minimum building depth of 25 feet, above and behind street-front 
level, and adjacent to alleys.  These uses consist of retail, restaurants, banks (not to exceed 500 
square feet), medical-dental offices, and general offices.  In the City of Pasadena (Central 
District Specific Plan), certain streets are limited to pedestrian oriented uses (retail sales and 
services) on ground floors for at least 50 percent of a buildings street frontage and the remaining 
50 percent may be for offices and accessory uses.   The City of Seal Beach (Main Street Specific 
Plan) allows visitor and resident- serving office, retail, restaurant, and personal service uses on 
the ground floor, with upper floors dedicated to office uses along Main Street.  Office use, 
including, medical is allowed on the ground floor with a Conditional Use Permit, and is 
permitted on side streets.  Overall, office uses and banks are allowed on the ground floor with 
some limitations. 
 
Chamber of Commerce and 
Downtown Business and Professional Association (DBPA) 
These organizations have stated their concerns for the loss of ground level retail spaces to banks, 
real estate and other office uses.  They are requesting (Exhibits B) that Staff review the current 
Zoning ordinances for the different types of uses that are allowed in the Downtown Commercial 
district. The Chamber of Commerce also suggests that the North End Commercial Areas be 
addressed too, as there are similar goals to create, maintain and enhance a pedestrian oriented 
environment.  Both groups are concerned with the loss of sales tax from the increase in non-retail 
uses.  They feel that the increase in rents can only be afforded by large chain businesses and not 
the small local business.   
 
The Chamber of Commerce and the DBPA would like to see retail businesses reserved for 
ground floor street level in the Downtown.  Regulations need to be introduced that encourage the 
small independent business that make the Downtown unique, provide a small town village 
character and generate sales tax revenue.  The Chamber of Commerce specifically would like to 
see these changes on Highland Avenue in the North End and on Manhattan Beach Boulevard and 
Manhattan Avenue in the Downtown. Staff notified the North End BID regarding the proposed 
commercial code changes but did not receive any comments.  Staff has proposed zoning changes 
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to support these organizations request.  Recently approved use permit applications for 1300 
Highland Avenue (corner of Highland Avenue and 13th Street) and Metlox (451 Manhattan 
Beach Boulevard) includes restrictions of office uses on the ground floor.  The use permit for 
1300 Highland Avenue specifically allows uses such as retail and personal services on the 
ground floor street front but does not permit office use. 
 
General Plan/Downtown Design Guidelines  
The proposed commercial code changes are consistent with the General Plan policies in the Land 
Use Element, which include: 
 
Downtown General Plan Goals and Polices (Exhibit E) 
Policy LU-6.2: Encourage a diverse mix of businesses that support the local tax base, are 
beneficial to residents, and support the economic needs of the community. 
Policy LU-7.4:   Encourage first floor street front businesses with retail, restaurants,   
service/commercial, and similar uses to promote lively pedestrian activity on Downtown  streets, 
and consider providing zoning regulations that support these uses. 
 
North End General Plan Goals and Policies 
Goal LU-9:   Preserve the low-intensity, pedestrian-oriented character of commercial areas in the 
North End and El Porto.  
Policy LU-9.2:  Encourage and support ground floor retail and service uses on properties 
designated for commercial use. 
 
Also, the following goals stated in the Downtown Design Guidelines are consistent with the 
proposed commercial code changes:   
 
1)  To preserve the small town village character of Downtown. 
2)  Preserve and enhance the pedestrian orientation of Downtown. 
3)  Protect and encourage streetscape amenities.   
 
Coastal Policy 
Policy II.A-3:  Encourage the maintenance of commercial area orientation to the pedestrian. 
 
The specific General Plan, Downtown Design Guidelines and Coastal Policies are included in the 
attached Resolution.   
 
Nonconforming Use 
If the proposed code changes are approved, the existing offices and banks will become non-
conforming uses.  Per Section 10.68.040 of the Municipal Code, a non-conforming use that is 
discontinued or changed to a conforming use for a continuous period of 180 days or more shall 
not be reestablished and therefore the use should be in conformance for the district it is located.  
For this reason, a non-conforming office or bank use could return to the existing space unless it 
has been more than 180 days.  
 
Commercial Code Changes 
Staff is proposing to restrict offices and banks on ground floor street level for Manhattan Beach 
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Boulevard, Highland Avenue and Manhattan Avenue in the Downtown Commercial (CD) 
district and Highland Avenue and Rosecrans Avenue in the North End Commercial (CNE) 
district in order to encourage retail and other pedestrian uses on these streets.  However, offices 
and banks will be allowed above street sidewalk level, on the upper floors or below street 
sidewalk level.  Other uses, such as Animal Boarding, Animal Hospitals, Service Stations and 
Vehicle Equipment Repair, which currently are permitted in the CD and CNE districts, are 
proposed to not be permitted at all.  The changes are highlighted and underlined in red and are 
included in the attached draft Resolution.     
 
Staff researched the number of businesses by categories and the number fronting the main 
streets.  In the North End, there are a total of 85 businesses/addresses with 19 offices.  Seven of 
the 19 offices front Highland Avenue and Rosecrans Avenue, 1 is on a side street and 11 are 
located on the second floor.  There no banks located in the North End.   In the Downtown, there 
are a total of 131 businesses/addresses with 45 offices.  Sixteen of the 45 offices front Highland 
Avenue, Manhattan Avenue and Manhattan Beach Boulevard, 2 are on side streets and 27 are 
located on the second story.  There are 4 banks located in Downtown fronting the above 
mentioned streets.   
 
A map showing the location of offices and banks will be provided at the Planning Commission 
meeting.   
 
The following is the proposed language to amend the land use regulations for CL (Local 
Commercial) and CNE (North End Commercial) of the Chapter Section 10.16.020 of the 
Municipal Code and Section A.16.020 of the Manhattan Beach Local Coastal Program as 
follows: 
 
 CD CNE 

Commercial Uses    

Adult Businesses - - 

Ambulance Services - - 

Animal Sales & Services   

Animal Boarding U  - - 

Animal Grooming P P 

Animal Hospitals U  - - 

Animals   

Retail Sales P P 

Artists’ Studios P P 

Banks and Savings & Loans P   L-24 P   L-24 

With Drive-Up Service U - 

Body Art Studios - - 

Building Materials and Services - - 

Catering Services P P 

Commercial Filming U U 
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 CD CNE 

Commercial Recreation and Entertainment L-7 L-7 

Communication Facilities  P  L-24 P L-24 

Eating and Drinking Establishments U U 

w/ Fast-Food or Take-Out Service L-7 L-7 

Drive-Through - - 

Food and Beverage Sales L-9 L-9 

Funeral and Interment Services - - 

Laboratories - - 

Maintenance and Repair Services P P 

Nurseries - - 

Offices, Business and Professional L-24   
 

L-24   

Pawn Shops - - 

Personal Improvement Services P P 

Personal Services P P 

Psychic Advisor - - 

Research and Development Services - - 

Retail Sales P P 

Secondhand Appliances/Clothing U U 

Swap Meets, Recurring Travel Services P P 

Vehicle Equipment/Sales and Services   

 Automobile Rentals - - 

 Automobile Washing - - 

 Commercial Parking U U 

 Service Stations U    - - 

 Vehicle Equip. Repair L-6  - - 

 Vehicle Equip. Sales and Rentals - - 

 Vehicle Storage - - 

Visitor Accommodations   

Hotels and Motels and Time Shares U U 

Residential Hotels - - 

Warehousing and Storage, Ltd. - - 

Industrial    

Industry, Custom L-7 L-7 

Industry, Limited - - 

Wholesaling, Distribution and Storage - - 
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And amend Additional Land Use Regulations for CL (Local Commercial) and CNE (North End 
Commercial) of Section 10.16.020 of the Municipal Code and Section A.16.020 of the 
Manhattan Beach Local Coastal Program as follows: 
 

 L-24 A Use Permit is required for a project with more than 2,500 square feet of Buildable Floor 
Area.  Offices, banks, including savings and loans, and communication facilities uses are not 
permitted abutting 1) Manhattan Beach Boulevard, Highland Avenue or Manhattan Avenue in 
the Downtown Commercial (CD) zone, or 2) abutting Highland Avenue or Rosecrans Avenue in 
the  North End Commercial (CNE) zone.   

 Exception.  These uses are permitted if located on the second floor above or below the street 
front sidewalk level on the above mentioned streets.  
 
Public Comments (Exhibit C) 
A public notice was published in the Beach Reporter newspaper on October 31, 2013 and mailed 
to all property owners in the Commercial Downtown (CD) and North End Commercial (CNE) 
districts.  Staff received 4 comments from interested parties.  The following summarizes their 
comments and overall concerns: 
 

• Provide balance between amount of retail and other uses, do not totally eliminate non-
retail 

• Store front offices are historically important in Downtown 
• Retail businesses cannot survive alone 
• Provide mix of diversity of uses and choices for the public 
• Rights of property ownership and flexibility important 
• First floor retail and second story offices: relief from parking requirements needed  
• Does more retail lead to more consumers and therefore success? 
• Retail losses leads to undesirable tenants  
• Higher property values leads to attractive buildings  
• Property values will decline due to limitation of allowed uses 
• Limiting uses decreases flexibility 
• Support options of sidewalk events, fashion shows, etc. to support retail tenants 
• Market dictates best tenants, not regulations 
• Real estate uses provide neighborhood services to new property owners 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission conduct the public hearing, accept public 
testimony, discuss the proposed Code Amendments, and adopt the attached Draft Resolution 
recommending to the City Council approval of the Zoning Code and Local Coastal Program 
Amendments. 
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Attachments: 
A. Draft Resolution No. PC 13-14 
B. Chamber of Commerce and DBPA letters dated 10/08/13 (two separate letters) 
C. Public Comments 
D. Zoning/Vicinity Map of Downtown and North End  
E. Downtown Design Guidelines 
F. Codes from Pasadena, El Segundo and Seal Beach 
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RESOLUTION NO. PC 13-14 
 

A RESOLUTION OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF MANHATTAN 
BEACH, CALIFORNIA RECOMMENDING AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 10.16.020, OF 
THE MANHATTAN MUNICIPAL CODE TITLE 10 (ZONING ORDINANCE) AND 
SECTION A.16.020 OF THE IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM OF THE LOCAL 
COASTAL PROGRAM  

 
THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF MANHATTAN BEACH DOES HEREBY RESOLVE 
AS FOLLOWS: 
 
 
SECTION 1.  The Planning Commission hereby makes the following findings: 
 
A.  The Planning Commission conducted a public hearing pursuant to applicable law to consider 

amendments to Title 10, the zoning ordinance, of the Manhattan Beach Municipal Code and the 
Implementation Program of the Local Coastal Program pertaining to uses that encourage street 
front ground floor pedestrian oriented uses and prohibit other uses, such as offices and banks. 

B.  The public hearing was advertised in the Beach Reporter, pursuant to applicable law, testimony 
was invited and received on November 13, 2013.  

C.  The proposal is exempt from the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act due 
to determination that it has no potential for causing a significant effect on the environment. The 
proposed zoning ordinance amendments moderately modify development regulations by 
restricting certain uses. 

D.  The proposed amendments are consistent with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, will 
not have an impact either individually or cumulatively on coastal resources, and do not involve 
any change in existing or proposed use of land or water. 

E.  The proposed amendments are consistent with the goals and policies of the City’s General Plan 
and Local Coastal Program, and with the purposes of the Zoning Codes of the Manhattan 
Beach Municipal Code and Local Coastal Program, as detailed in the Planning Commission 
Staff Reports and below: 

 
 Land Use Element  

Goal LU-1:  Maintain the low-profile development and small town atmosphere of Manhattan 
Beach.   
 
Goal LU-3: Achieve a strong, positive community aesthetic. 
 
Policy LU-3.2:  Promote the use of adopted design guidelines for new construction in 
Downtown, along Sepulveda Boulevard, and other areas to which guidelines apply.   
 
Goal LU-6:  Maintain the viability of the commercial areas of Manhattan Beach. 
 
Policy LU-6.1:  Support and encourage small businesses throughout the City. 
 
Policy LU-6.2:  Encourage a diverse mix of businesses that support the local tax base, are 
beneficial to residents, and support the economic needs of the community. 

ATTACHMENT A
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Policy LU-6.3: Recognize the need for a variety of commercial development types and 
designate areas appropriate for each.  Encourage development proposals that meet the intent 
of these designations. 
 
Goal LU-7: Continue to support and encourage the viability of the Downtown area of Manhattan 
Beach. 
 
Policy LU-7.1: Encourage the upgrading and growth of businesses in the Downtown area to 
serve as a center for the community and to meet the needs of local residents and visitors. 
 
Policy LU-7.3: Support pedestrian-oriented improvements to increase accessibility in and 
around Downtown.   
 
Policy LU-7.4: Encourage first floor street front businesses with retail, restaurants, 
service/commercial, and similar uses to promote lively pedestrian activity on Downtown streets, 
and consider providing zoning regulations that support these uses.   
 
Policy LU-7.5: Support the efforts of business improvements districts (BIDs) to enhance and 
improve Downtown. 
 
Goal LU-9: Preserve the low-intensity, pedestrian-oriented character of commercial areas in the 
North End and El Porto.   
 
Policy LU-9.1: Provide zoning regulations that encourage neighborhood-oriented businesses 
within these areas.   
 
Policy LU-9.2: Encourage and support ground floor retail and service uses on properties 
designated for commercial use. 
 
Policy LU-9.3: Continue to improve the aesthetic quality of businesses within the North End and 
El Porto.   
 
Policy LU-9.8:  Support the efforts of business improvement districts (BIDs) to enhance and 
improve the North End and El Porto. 
 
Coastal Policy II.A-3: Encourage the maintenance of commercial area orientation to the 
pedestrian. 
 
Downtown Design Guidelines 
Goal 1:  Preserve the small-town village character of downtown Manhattan Beach. 
 
Goal 2:  Preserve and enhance the pedestrian orientation of downtown Manhattan Beach. 
 

 Goal 3:  Protect and encourage streetscape amenities.   
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SECTION 2.  The Planning Commission of the City of Manhattan Beach hereby recommends approval of 
the subject amendments to Chapter 10.16.020 of the Manhattan Beach Municipal Code and A.16.020 of the 
Local Coastal Program as follows: 

 
Amend the land use regulations for CL (Local Commercial) and CNE (North End Commercial) of 
the Chapter Section 10.16.020 of the Municipal Code and Section A.16.020 of the Manhattan 
Beach Local Coastal Program as follows: 
 
 
 CD CNE 

Commercial Uses    

Adult Businesses - - 

Ambulance Services - - 

Animal Sales & Services   

Animal Boarding U  - - 

Animal Grooming P P 

Animal Hospitals U  - - 

Animals   

Retail Sales P P 

Artists’ Studios P P 

Banks and Savings & Loans P   L-24 P   L-24 

With Drive-Up Service U - 

Body Art Studios - - 

Building Materials and Services - - 

Catering Services P P 

Commercial Filming U U 

Commercial Recreation and Entertainment L-7 L-7 

Communication Facilities  P  L-24 P L-24 

Eating and Drinking Establishments U U 

w/ Fast-Food or Take-Out Service L-7 L-7 

Drive-Through - - 

Food and Beverage Sales L-9 L-9 

Funeral and Interment Services - - 

Laboratories - - 
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 CD CNE 

Maintenance and Repair Services P P 

Nurseries - - 

Offices, Business and Professional L-24   
 

L-24   

Pawn Shops - - 

Personal Improvement Services P P 

Personal Services P P 

Psychic Advisor - - 

Research and Development Services - - 

Retail Sales P P 

Secondhand Appliances/Clothing U U 

Swap Meets, Recurring Travel Services P P 

Vehicle Equipment/Sales and Services   

 Automobile Rentals - - 

 Automobile Washing - - 

 Commercial Parking U U 

 Service Stations U    - - 

 Vehicle Equip. Repair L-6  - - 

 Vehicle Equip. Sales and Rentals - - 

 Vehicle Storage - - 

Visitor Accommodations   

Hotels and Motels and Time Shares U U 

Residential Hotels - - 

Warehousing and Storage, Ltd. - - 

Industrial    

Industry, Custom L-7 L-7 

Industry, Limited - - 

Wholesaling, Distribution and Storage - - 
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Amend Additional Land Use Regulations for CL (Local Commercial) and CNE (North End 
Commercial) of Section 10.16.020 of the Municipal Code and Section A.16.020 of the Manhattan 
Beach Local Coastal Program as follows: 
 

 L-24 A Use Permit is required for a project with more than 2,500 square feet of Buildable Floor 
Area.  Offices, banks including savings and loans, and communication facilities uses are not 
permitted abutting 1) Manhattan Beach Boulevard, Highland Avenue or Manhattan Avenue in 
the Downtown Commercial (CD) zone or 2) abutting Highland Avenue or Rosecrans Avenue 
in the North End Commercial (CNE) zone.   

 Exception.  These uses are permitted if located second floor above or below the street front 
sidewalk level on the above mentioned streets.  
 
 
SECTION 3.  The Secretary to the Planning Commission shall certify to the adoption of this Resolution 
and thenceforth and thereafter the same shall be in full force and effect. 
 
SECTION 4.  Pursuant to Government Code Section 66499.37, any action or proceeding to attack, 
review, set aside, void or annul this decision, or concerning any of the proceedings, acts, or 
determinations taken, done or made prior to such decision or to determine the reasonableness, legality 
or validity of any condition attached to this decision shall not be maintained by any person unless the 
action or proceeding is commenced within 90 days of the date of this resolution and the City Council is 
served within 120 days of the date of this resolution. 

 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true, and 
correct copy of the Resolution as adopted by the 
Planning Commission at its regular meeting of November 
13, 2013 and that said Resolution was adopted by the 
following vote: 

 
AYES:   
 

 NOES:   
 

ABSENT:  
 

ABSTAIN:  
 
 
 
 
___________________________________ 
Richard Thompson, 
Secretary to the Planning Commission 
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__________________________________ 
Recording Secretary 
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